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Are You Ready for Euphoria?
The past eight years have been difficult for many investors,
but not for the reasons one might think. Returns have been
excellent for the traditional investment classes of stocks and
bonds. In addition, though you would never know it based
on the media’s continual sensationalizing of events,
volatility has been lower than normal. In fact, since March
2009, a US-only portfolio of 60% stocks and 40% bonds
would have delivered a 12% annualized return (through
Dec. 30)—one of the strongest eight-year periods in
history, if not the strongest. These returns have been
heavily skewed toward equities: The S&P 500 Index
generated a 17% return during this time, compared with just
4% for the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index.
More broadly, a global 60% stock/40% bond portfolio, also
skewed toward equities, would have provided a 9.5%
annualized return. While 2.5% a year is a significant
difference between a US-only and global portfolio, a 9.5%
return is one any investor should be thrilled to get with such
a moderate level of risk. Yet despite the exceptional returns
delivered by markets in these eight years, both investment
professionals and individual investors have been generally
gloomy and pessimistic, preventing many of them from
capturing these generous returns.
The late, great Sir John Templeton is famous for having coined the phrase, “Bull
markets are born in pessimism, grown in skepticism, mature in optimism and die in
euphoria.” One could argue that in 2013 we saw signs of investor optimism but not
euphoria. Sure, we had some isolated giddiness in energy during 2013 and 2014 and in
biotech and a quartet of big technology stocks in 2015, but, in a general sense, we never
saw the kind of unbridled bullishness associated with equity market tops. Nowhere is
that more evident than in the sentiment measures and actual flows into bonds versus
equities during the past eight years (see top chart, page 2).
However, it appears that we may be entering that phase now. While it’s easy to say
that stocks have moved too far too fast in the past few months, it is premature to think
it’s already over, given the powerful shift in sentiment that is just starting. It’s always

hard to know exactly what will propel
markets toward euphoria, but one thing
that is absolutely necessary is a “story”
that is easy to tell and gets people excited.
While very few would have imagined it
just a few months ago, the story that has
gotten people excited is none other than
Donald J. Trump.
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the idea of Donald Trump leading to
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a growing populist movement around the
world that has been pushing for less fiscal
austerity and government intervention and
regulation. This movement gained wider

attention in June with the UK’s
referendum on whether to leave the
European Union—the Brexit.
Many forecasters presumed imminent

Global Economic Growth Has Been Accelerating Steadily Since Early 2016
Morgan Stanley Global Trade Leading Indicator (left axis)
Global Nominal GDP Year Over Year (in US$, right axis)
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disaster for the UK, Europe and even the
global economy. In contrast, we suggested
Brexit would serve as a wake-up call for
incumbent politicians to pay attention to
their constituents and serve their needs.
Indeed, there is nothing like the threat of
getting fired to change one’s behavior. In
the US, this populist effect could be seen
as early as the US presidential primaries
when Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders
did much better than expected. The market
picked up on this populist movement as
early as July as progrowth assets
outperformed defensive assets, making
Trump’s eventual win simply the
recognition of that point. Most
importantly, it provided a simple, positive
story—lower taxes, less regulation and
more fiscal spending—exactly what much
of the population wants and something the
markets can love.
RECONSIDERING EXTREME POLICIES.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the
markets’ visceral reaction to negative
interest rates forced central banks to
reconsider such extreme monetary
policies. The Bank of Japan shifted to a
yield-targeting policy in September and
the European Central Bank announced a
modest tapering of Quantitative Easing in
December. From historical experience, we
know that monetary policy works best in
conjunction with an appropriate fiscal
policy. In fact, central bankers around the
world have been arguing for fiscal support
for years, but politicians fought these
recommendations in the wake of the
financial crisis and bloated budgets. Now,
with popular support, the politicians are
finally responding, giving fiscal policy a
better chance of achieving the goals of
higher growth and higher inflation. This
also explains much of the markets’ most
recent reactions and why we think it could
lead to the final euphoric stage of this
cyclical bull market in equities that began
almost eight years ago.

Boom/Bust
Our asset allocation recommendations
were generally well positioned last year
for how 2016 ultimately played out—
overweight equities with a value bias,
overweight credit and underweight areas
sensitive to interest rates, like longduration, investment grade debt and real
estate investment trusts (REITs). Our
commodity exposure was centered on
energy stocks and master limited
partnerships (MLPs), which had a 15%
rebound in 2016 after a devastating 2015.
Our big miss was being underweight
small-capitalization stocks, which have
performed exceptionally well, especially
since the election. The changes proposed
by the president-elect during the
campaign—lower corporate taxes, less
regulation and more fiscal spending—
disproportionately favor smaller-cap
companies. Therefore, we would consider
increasing weightings in small caps on a
pullback. However, the main point is that
our portfolios are already well positioned
for this new world, so there is no reason to
change our risk allocations going into
2017 as forecasters continue to raise
growth and inflation expectations. Nevertheless, at some point this year, we suspect
these positive trends will become priced in

and we will adjust our positioning.
While the populist movement has
enhanced the outlook for growth, the irony
is that it could also lead to excesses in the
real economy and shorten the time to the
next recession. A year ago, part of our
view for a cyclical upturn was that it was
happening in the context of a late-cycle
expansion—an economy that had already
achieved full employment and was
showing some signs that the consumer was
tiring. Obviously, monetary policy has
remained extraordinarily supportive; in
fact, it became even more stimulative in
early 2016 with coordinated central bank
activity that resulted in a much-needed
systematic weakening of the US dollar and
Chinese renminbi. Keep in mind that
developed world economies like the US
are 70% driven by consumption.
Therefore, it’s impossible to have a
recession if the consumer is healthy and
spending. The observation that we did not
experience a broad US economic recession
in 2015, despite the devastation to the
energy, manufacturing and industrial parts
of the economy, is a tribute to this fact.
THE MISERY INDEX. It’s no coincidence
that the Federal Reserve’s dual mandate is
to provide for full employment and stable
prices—the two things that affect

Consumer Sentiment Influenced by Jobs and Inflation
University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index (left axis)
Adjusted Misery Index (U-6 unemployment and inflation, inverted, right axis)
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consumer confidence the most. The
“misery index,” created by economist
Arthur Okun in the 1970s, combines the
unemployment and inflation rates as a
proxy for the average consumer’s misery
and is inversely correlated to consumer
sentiment (see chart, page 3). In our chart,
we adjust the misery index by using the
broader U6 unemployment rate, which
adds in discouraged workers, those
marginally attached to the work force and
those working part-time purely for
economic reasons.
Currently, the misery index is low and
suggests a confident consumer, and that is
exactly what we have. In fact, since the
election, consumer confidence experienced
one of its biggest two-month increases in
history. Going into the election, we
noticed that uncertainty was extraordinarily high. We wrote about this in
October and therefore expected a relief
rally no matter who won the election.
Trump’s surprising win and more
progrowth policy agenda simply
turbocharged that relief rally (Positioning,
Oct. 18 and Nov. 22).
All told, we have little concern at the
moment about a consumer-led recession,

but we will be watching for signs this risk
is increasing, especially since the labor
market and inflation can change quickly.
As discussed before, we believe the peak
in hiring was February 2015 and history
suggests recessions often follow such
peaks by three years. Finally, advisors and
clients should be familiar with our
“tapering is tightening” mantra from three
years ago, which acknowledges the ending
of QE as the beginning of the Fed’s
tightening cycle. Because this means the
Fed may not have as much room to raise
interest rates as investors now believe, a
mild consumer-led recession could be
possible by early 2018 (see chart, below).
CHINA RECOVERS. One last point on
the boom/bust scenario is that China’s
recovery in 2016 was a big part of our call
for a cyclical upturn. This recovery has
been driven by aggressive fiscal policy and
persistent currency depreciation. The
National Congress of the Communist Party
of China, which serves as the party’s
major leadership transition and is held
every five years, is set to convene in the
fall of 2017. Therefore, we believe it is
unlikely authorities will allow the Chinese
economy to falter before then. Conversely,

The Fed May Already Have Accomplished 75% to 80%
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while there is a good chance a resurgent
US, Europe and Japan could take the
pressure off China to be the engine of
global growth, we are likely to see some
fall-off in activity after this Congress
because the level of stimulus now
underway is unsustainable. Slowing in
China would only serve to heighten the
risk for a global economic slowdown as
we head into 2018.

Other Factors
In the 2016 outlook, we noted that the
US dollar might hold the key to our
constructive view for markets and the
global economy. At the time, there was
near-universal bullishness for the
greenback. However, our work suggested
the dollar was at risk of topping. More
importantly, we needed a weaker dollar in
order to stabilize both US and global
growth. In fact, one of the more significant
reasons we experienced such a collapse in
the oil, manufacturing and industrial
economies during 2015 was the very
strong dollar. So, it served to reason that a
weaker dollar should help in that regard.
During the first half of 2016, the dollar did
weaken significantly against most major
currencies and many emerging market
(EM) currencies. The other part of our call
was that the Chinese renminbi would be
the major exception and continue to
weaken against the dollar. Many thought
such an outcome was mutually exclusive
and that a weaker renminbi would
aggravate global deflation. The reality is
that, during the first half of 2016, the
combination of a renminbi weak relative to
the dollar, which was weak relative to
other currencies, was just what was needed
to complete the rebalancing of global
growth we had been talking about for
several years.
DOLLAR REBOUND. During the second
half of 2016, the dollar was exceptionally
strong again—especially since the
election. Does this mean we are in for
some trouble again in 2017 as the dollar
presents a headwind for growth as it did in
2014 and 2015? Not necessarily, because
unlike then, the dollar has been trading
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positively with risk assets. In fact, since
the election and the dollar’s move higher,
most cyclical and higher-beta stocks and
assets have fared best. In other words, the
market no longer appears to think a
stronger dollar will lead to slower growth.
While such an outcome is unusual,
there is precedent. The period that appears
most like that of today is the late 1990s.
Between 1995 and early 1998, the dollar
was exceptionally strong and partly to
blame for a recession and currency crisis
in emerging Asia. After a brief dollar
decline in 1998, the global economy
recovered and the greenback resumed its
upward trajectory. This second rally in the
dollar coincided with a final surge in
global equities in 1999. Could we be
witnessing the same dynamic now? It’s
possible, particularly if we are just
entering the euphoria stage of this cyclical
bull market.
LOOSE FINANCIAL CONDITIONS. The
fundamental reason we are not overly
concerned about a stronger dollar at the
moment is that we have not seen a
negative impact on financial conditions as
we did in 2014 and 2015. This was
perhaps the single biggest difference
between year-end 2016 and year-end 2015.
Not only are financial conditions much
looser today and supportive for asset
prices, but they are actually reaching
record-low levels, according to the
Morgan Stanley Financial Conditions
Index (see chart, above right). Compare
that with this time last year, when financial
conditions were highly restrictive. We
think the difference today can be traced to
three things: Global growth and earnings
are accelerating rather than decelerating;
oil prices are holding at levels that are
stable for the energy industry; and credit
markets are functioning well rather than in
disarray.
The second two factors essentially
speak to dollar liquidity rather than the
dollar’s absolute level, which is important
when thinking about the stress a strong
dollar can have on financial markets,
especially in dollar-indebted EM nations.
When oil prices were collapsing last year,
this led to a shortage of dollars in oil-rich

In Sharp Contrast to Early 2016,
Financial Conditions Are Extremely Loose Today
5
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Brazil, Russia and the Middle East, which
then led to the selling of other financial
assets. It also created significant stress in
the credit markets and the banks, given the
enormous amount of debt that had been
borrowed by US shale-oil producers. The
bottom line is that the financial conditions
index should help to keep us attuned to
when the dollar is getting too strong for
the equity markets.

Secular Turning Point
For Bonds
As mentioned above, the past eight
years have been filled with pessimism.
Perhaps the single most consensus
fundamental view supporting this
pessimism is the “secular stagnation”
story—that we are stuck in a low growth,
and possibly deflationary, world. We
believe this view reached a crescendo this
summer when the 10-year US Treasury
yield hit an all-time low and 30% of the
global sovereign debt market traded with
negative nominal yields. In other words,
investors were so convinced about secular
stagnation they were willing to pay
borrowers for the right to lend to them—
out to 10 years in the case of German and
Japanese debt. Such is the behavior at
major, or secular, tops. Think back to the

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

late 1990s when investors were willing to
pay 100 or 200 times earnings for some
tech companies; and for those that didn’t
have earnings, they paid a multiple of
“eyeballs,” or page views. When a lender
is paying the borrower to lend him money,
it’s perhaps even more ridiculous than
what was going on with late-1990s tech
stocks. At least with tech stocks, there was
a chance to make a positive return.
RIDING A TREND. Many reasons have
been cited for why nominal negative yields
might make sense from an investment
standpoint: portfolio diversification; assetliability immunization demand from
pension funds and insurance companies;
demographics and the excess savings
seeking safety; deflation risks; and, of
course, technical factors and price
momentum. The truth is that these are
really just excuses or justifications to ride
a trend—until it ends. As discussed in a
recent report from my colleagues (Beyond
Secular Stagnation, September 2016), we
believe the secular stagnation thesis may
have run its course and that the future may
turn out to be brighter than what markets
expect. Specifically, the headwinds we
have been facing—consumer indebtedness, high oil prices, aging demographics,
the War on Terror and bad public policy—
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The Multiple Secular Headwinds to Economic Growth May Finally Be Abating
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may be in the process of reversing (see
chart). If so, this will have enormous
implications for longer-term real returns
and strategic asset allocations. In short,
such a world implies that equities will do
much better than bonds in both nominal
and inflation-adjusted terms during the
next decade.
Indeed, this is how we have been
positioned since 2013 when the Global
Investment Committee (GIC) first made
the call to overweight equities versus
bonds in our strategic, or long-term,
portfolios. While the casual observer
might think this call was wrong, global
stocks have done significantly better than
bonds, with 7% average annual return
versus just 3% average annual return for
bonds on a nominal basis—essentially our
long-term strategic forecasts. However, if
we are right about the end of secular
stagnation, this spread will widen even
further. Note that in the US, stocks have
beaten bonds by 11 percentage points
since 2013. We think this reflects the US
markets’ earlier acknowledgement of the
better future. Given that the US is further

along in its postcrisis recovery and the
policy mix may be closer to shifting, it
makes sense that the US markets would
display a greater spread between stocks
and bonds than the global markets (see
chart, page 7, top right). This also means
the global ratio is likely to catch up—
perhaps it started last summer after the
Brexit vote.

Investment Implications
Entering 2017, we remain quite
constructive on many of our 2016
investment themes. Specifically, we
believe economic and earnings growth will
continue to accelerate for at least the next
few quarters. This should allow equities to
continue to outperform bonds. We also
continue to think inflation expectations are
too low. That should drive interest rates
higher in nominal terms but not
necessarily in real terms. Therefore, equity
valuations are unlikely to be constrained.
On that note, the Trump/Republican
victory appears to have unleashed dormant
animal spirits on both Wall Street and
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Main Street—something that has been
missing since the financial crisis. This
argues for higher equity multiples in 2017
as investors finally buy into the idea that
secular stagnation may be ending. Global
equity risk premiums remain quite
elevated compared with history, especially
outside the US (see chart, page 7, bottom
right). Combined with the consensus view
for better earnings growth—Europe, 14%,
Japan, 19% and the emerging markets,
15%, versus the US’ 12%—and a strong
dollar, 2017 is likely to see international
equities close the performance gap with
US equities that began in early July (see
chart, page 8, top left).
GLOBAL EQUITIES’ POTENTIAL. The
bottom line is that global equities have the
potential to increase another 15% to 20%
before this cyclical bull market is over,
with most of the move coming in the first
half of the year. The wildcard is the
emerging markets, which have lagged
since the election due to a rising US dollar,
higher interest rates and a perception that
Trump’s anti-trade rhetoric will be most
hostile to this region. While all of those
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are real headwinds, we believe emerging
market equities will ultimately be more
responsive to accelerating global growth,
rising animal spirits and cheap valuations.
Meanwhile, we see interest rates as
likely to rise further in 2017 as inflation
and growth expectations continue to rise
on the back of increased fiscal spending in
Japan, Europe and the US. However, along
with our view for growth rates to peak in
mid-2017, we expect this rate rise to come
to an end at about the same time, if not
earlier. Therefore, we begin the year
overweight high yield credit and underweight investment grade fixed income and
long duration, as animal spirits rule the
day and gain momentum. However, at
some point during 2017 we expect to
reverse these positions in anticipation of
slowing growth, peaking interest rates and
widening credit spreads. We also maintain
a position in US Treasury InflationProtected Securities, or TIPS, given our
call for a further increase in inflation
expectations.
ALTERNATIVE ASSET PLAYS. In the
alternatives asset category, we continue to
hold a significant position in MLPs as a
direct play on stable-to-rising oil prices.
We think MLPs will benefit from the new
administration’s reduction of drilling and
pipeline construction regulations. With the
rise in oil prices, fracking activity is
already picking up and MLPs should
benefit in getting that oil to market. Quite
frankly, we have been surprised by the
limited price gains in MLPs since the
election and think this may reflect residual
tax-loss selling left over from 2015’s
massive decline, as well as concern about
potential secondary stock offerings.
Conversely, REITs were one of our
largest underweights in 2016, which
proved to be a good call as interest rates
rose significantly. Now REIT valuations
are looking more interesting, but, given
our expectation for further rate rises in
2017’s first half and deteriorating
fundamentals in the sector, we think it is
still too early to raise our allocation.
Finally, many hedged strategies such as
managed futures, long/short equity, event
driven and relative value have been drags

Stock/Bond Ratios Are Breaking Higher Again
Following an Uncertain Political Year
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on simple stock and bond portfolios. In
other words, hedging one’s risk has made
little sense in a world of easy money and
low volatility.
RISING VOLATILITY. In 2017, we
believe volatility will be higher and more
persistent for two reasons. First, as noted
earlier, the policy regime appears to be
shifting toward fiscal and away from
monetary. This shift should lead to a
higher-beta outcome in 2017—that is,

greater upside and downside outcomes—
and potentially the boom/bust scenario
outlined above. That generally means
more volatility. Second, we are already
late in this Fed tightening cycle, which we
believe began with the start of tapering
almost three years ago. This tightening can
be seen in many ways but perhaps none
more important than the flattening in the
yield curve that occurred between 2013
and 2016. While we have seen some

Stocks Remain Cheap Relative to Bonds,
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Non-US Developed Markets Have Been Leading
Performers Since the Brexit Vote
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Yield Curve Steepness Leads Equity Volatility by
2½ Years—Will There Be Higher Volatility in 2017?
VIX Index (log scale, three-mo. avg., lagged 30 mos., left axis)
US 10-Yr. /Two-Yr. Treasury Yield Spread (inverted, right axis)
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steepening lately, the damage may already
be done, because the yield curve tends to
lead equity volatility by 2 1/2 years (see
chart, below).
Higher volatility argues for some
exposure to hedged strategies and active
managers that can exploit it. While rising
equity volatility is typically associated
with falling prices, there are cases when
rising volatility occurs in rising equity
markets. Not coincidentally, these
historical occurrences tend to coincide
during late-cycle expansions when
investor euphoria sets in—e.g., 1999 and
2007. In other words, we shouldn’t fear
rising volatility initially if we are right
about where we are in the cycle. Furthermore, capturing this through upside
volatility strategies may be one of the best
ways to do it—something these alternative
and active managers are better equipped to
handle.
All told, we think 2017 could offer
some of the strongest returns we have seen
since 2013 for global equities, particularly
in the first half of the year. However, it’s
important to recognize that this is really a
continuation from 2016. Therefore, we
need to be vigilant about the data and not
overstay our welcome, particularly in the
context that we are late cycle from an
economic standpoint. Expect us to revisit
our asset allocation models throughout the
year to take advantage of the shifting
dynamics likely to occur at the end of the
economic cycle, but in the context of an
ongoing secular bull market for stocks and
a potential new secular bear market for
bonds. 

3

Source: Bloomberg as of Dec. 20, 2016
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Exiting Deleveraging in the
Developed Markets
CHETAN AHYA

second quarter of 2016—for the first time
since the financial crisis (see chart). This
trend continued in the third quarter, with
household debt growth accelerating
further. This, to us, is a clear indication
that we are leaving behind the period of
sustained weakness in aggregate demand
due to deleveraging pressures.
LEAVING LOWFLATION. Considering
that lowflation has persisted for longer
than the experience of the 1930s and that
of Japan in the last several years, we think
it is not time to lower the guard against
anchoring inflation expectations. In an
October speech, Fed Chair Janet Yellen
also alluded to the possibility of running a
“high-pressure economy” in order to
reverse some of the adverse effects from
persistent weakness in aggregate demand.
In this context, an expansionary fiscal
stance should cement the transition,
leaving the lowflation era behind.
It was precisely this shift in expectations toward a more expansionary fiscal

Co-Head of Global Economics and Chief Asia
Economist
Morgan Stanley & Co.

O

ur recent conversations with
investors about reflation have shifted
from “Is it happening?” to “How sustainable is it?” We cite three factors—the
deleveraging dynamic, wage growth and
deflationary pressures imported from
China and other emerging markets—as the
main drivers that determine the sustainability of reflation. In particular, balancesheet-deleveraging pressure was one of the
unique factors in this cycle that prolonged
the trend of weak aggregate demand and
lowflation after the 2008 shock.
There are signs that we are exiting the
deleveraging phase in some major
developed market economies. In the US,
we are focused on the household balance
sheet, as that was at the epicenter of the
2008 shock. Indeed, after years of
deleveraging, household debt growth
outpaced nominal GDP growth in the

US Household Debt Growth Finally Outpaces Nominal
GDP Growth, Leaving Deleveraging Behind
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stance in the US postelection that boosted
the reflation narrative. Our expectation of
a fiscal expansion totaling 2.6% of GDP in
our forecast horizon, coupled with smaller
but similar efforts in other developed
markets, should result in faster reflation in
the global economy. While the Federal
Reserve is likely to be the first G3 central
bank able to bring inflation closer to its
target, my colleague Andrew Sheets,
Morgan Stanley & Co.’s chief cross-asset
strategist, suggests that the best reflation
trades aren’t necessarily in the US.
BELOW-TREND GROWTH. The defining
aspect of this regime shift would be a
return of inflation closer to the Fed’s target
of 2% annualized and normalized risk
attitudes in the private sector. To be sure,
we are not suggesting a return to the
environment that prevailed prior to the
credit crisis. Still, deteriorating demographics and subdued productivity growth
likely mean overall real GDP growth will
remain slower than the historical trend.
While we do expect a sustained
improvement in the inflation dynamics,
there are risks if the Fed were to respond
more aggressively to the uptick in
inflation, financial conditions in the US
tighten materially or the slowdown in
China proves to be more pronounced. For
the Fed, we do not expect real rates to rise
meaningfully back into positive territory
during our forecast horizon. In our base
case, financial conditions tighten, largely
reflecting higher bond yields and a
stronger trade-weighted US dollar, which
partially offsets some of the fiscal upside.
As for China, the recent reflation has been
largely due to a buildup of debt. Policymakers are now acting to reduce the pace
of debt growth with slowing credit and
government spending growth, as well as
tightening measures relating to the
property market. Our base case is that a
moderate pace of Fed and financialcondition tightening and a gradual
slowdown in China’s growth will
somewhat constrain reflation—but it will
not derail it. 

Source: BEA, Federal Reserve, Morgan Stanley Research as of Sept. 30, 2016
Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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How Corporate Tax Reform
Could Affect Earnings
ZACHARY APOIAN

the percentage of pretax profits paid in
taxes in the trailing 12 months.
EFFECTIVE TAX RATES. In aggregate,
US companies paid tax at a 21.5% rate
(see chart, bottom left). Consumer staples,
consumer discretionary and telecom
companies have paid at rates in excess of
25% as their businesses generate fewer
deductions. These higher tax-paying
sectors would realize the largest benefit
from a decline in the marginal tax rate.
On the other hand, real estate
companies that benefit from corporate taxexempt real estate investment trust
structures, and utilities that enjoy
deductions from depreciation related to
large capital spending needs already pay
very modest tax rates. Thus, they are
unlikely to see substantial benefit from
further rate reductions.
Secondly, how much earnings benefit
would broad US equities see from a 15%

Senior Asset Allocation Strategist
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

resident-elect Donald Trump has
proposed corporate tax reform as a
means of promoting growth and improving
the business environment for US
companies, highlighted by a reduction of
the federal corporate tax rate to 15% from
the current 35%. For investors, retaining a
greater share of pretax profits is an
attractive proposition, but will tax reform
benefit certain sectors more than others?
And how much of an impact would these
policy shifts have on the broad market?
To answer these questions, we first
examined the levels of taxes paid by
companies in different market sectors.
While the 35% tax rate does apply to the
majority of publicly traded corporations,
companies typically seek to reduce their
tax bill through deductions. We calculated

P

corporate rate? While the interplay of tax
rates and corporate earnings is
complicated, we performed a simplified
analysis: first, we looked at sector-specific
earnings expectations for the S&P 500
companies for 2017. Next, we examined
the potential effect of the tax rates
embedded within those expectations
shifting from the rate of the past year to a
flat rate of 15%.
EARNINGS BOOST. As given in the
table below, sectors with highest tax rates
stand to reap the greatest benefit, with
consumer staples seeing a rise in earnings
per share of more than 20%; likewise,
sectors with lower tax rates see a negative
effect. In total, the S&P 500 gets a
significant 8.2% benefit in earnings per
share.
Given the nature of the legislative
process, tax reform will take time. But
lower corporate tax rates may yield
benefits for investors, and the
outperformance of companies paying high
tax rates postelection suggests market
confidence in their ultimately becoming
policy. 

The Benefits of Corporate Tax Reform Vary Depending on Industry Sector
Current 2017
2017E EPS Impact at
EPS Estimate 15% Corporate Tax Rate

35%
30

30.0

Trailing 12-Month Realized Corporate Tax Rate

Technology
25.8

25
20
15

25.2

24.5
23.1

22.3

21.5

Proposed Trump
Corporate Tax
Rate

21.5
17.7

14.9

10
5
0

3.9

$28.3

$0.92

Financials

23.7

1.97

3.3%
8.3

Health Care

21.2

1.98

9.4

Consumer Discretionary

15.0

2.19

14.6

Industrials

13.1

1.39

10.6

Consumer Staples

10.9

2.35

21.5

Energy

5.3

0.00

-0.1

Telecomm

4.2

0.57

13.6

Utilities

4.1

-0.49

-11.7

Materials

3.8

0.48

12.6

3.7

Real Estate

3.6

-0.41

-11.5

All Sectors

133.2

10.95

8.2

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC, Bloomberg, FactSet as of Dec. 8, 2016

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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OPEC’s Goldilocks
Deal
LISA SHALETT
Head of Investment & Portfolio Strategies
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

S

ince the financial crisis, global
markets have been dominated by three
macro drivers: central bank policy,
currencies and oil prices. While these
variables are intertwined, oil has played a
particularly central role in the past three
years as the technological revolution in
hydraulic fracking in US shale fields
caused a massive oversupply that led to a
crash in oil prices. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil tumbled as low as $24
per barrel this past February from more
than $100 in mid-2014. In addition to
putting downward pressure on global
inflation, weak oil prices hurt global
capital spending, emerging markets, high
yield bonds and master limited partnerships (MLPs), all while strengthening the
US dollar. While some US production cuts
and better global demand allowed prices to
recover into the $40-to-$50 range, excess
inventories persist and remain a risk.

SEEKING STABILITY. For investors, the
oil market has remained unsettled because
OPEC’s role has been put into question.
For the past two years, the Saudis have
pursued an unconventional strategy of
maximizing market share by keeping
prices low rather than adhering to the
traditional OPEC mandate of seeking price
stability. While some interpreted the Saudi
strategy as an attempt to dampen prices
enough to restrain US shale producers,
others saw this simply as the cartel’s
failure amid increasingly complicated and
shifting Middle East politics. As a result, it
is easy to understand why markets have
interpreted OPEC’s Nov. 30 announcement that it would cut production this year
by as much as 1.2 million barrels per day
as an upside surprise. The news sent oil
toward $50, and energy-related equities
surged, too. Beyond the immediate
positives, the Global Investment
Committee believes investors need to
appreciate the relevance of the deal in at

OPEC Production Cuts Suggests Oil Market Stability
Crude Oil Implied Oversupply (kb/d, left axis)
Supply (mmb/d, right axis) Demand (mmb/d, right axis)
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Note: Includes crude oil and condensate, assumes no US supply response to higher prices
Source: IEA, JODI, HPDI, EIA, Rystad, WoodMac, Morgan Stanley & Co. Commodity
Research, Bloomberg as of Dec. 1, 2016

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

least three other dimensions.
First, the OPEC deal is likely to sustain
the global reflation rally beyond the oil
sector, not because oil prices surge from
here, but actually because they don’t. In
our estimates, oil remains range-bound,
likely around $45 to $55 per barrel, which
sets up “Goldilocks” conditions—they’re
not too high, not too low, but just right.
According to Adam Longson, Morgan
Stanley & Co.’s lead energy commodity
strategist, if the 1.2 million-barrels-per-day
OPEC cut is executed in the first half of
2017 alongside the supposed 600,000barrels-per-day cut from non-OPEC
producers like Russia, the global oil
market will quickly move from the current
oversupplied state to one that’s in balance
(see chart).
UPSIDE SURPRISE. Importantly, such
price stability will likely allow some of the
energy-related economic activity that has
recovered along with oil prices to
continue. Specifically, the Baker Hughes
Rig Count is now 523, up 66% in the past
six months. This activity has contributed
not only to a resumption of job growth in
major shale regions but also to the recent
upside surprise in US economic indicators
like durable-goods orders and industrial
production. At the same time, as this
production comes back with OPECinduced confidence, price gains should be
self-correcting; should prices move
incrementally higher, they’ll draw in new
supply. That should preserve the gasoline
savings at the pump for global consumers.
Oil-price stability is also supportive and
constructive for the rebound in emerging
markets, where non-OPEC producers in
countries such as Indonesia and Brazil
should benefit.
Next, we see the OPEC deal helping to
maintain benign global financial
conditions, which is critical given the
recent surge in the dollar and rising real
interest rates. Recall that a year ago, the
global economy faced circumstances
similar to those today—the dollar had
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strengthened significantly over a short
period, the 10-year US Treasury rate was
around 2.25%, the Federal Reserve was
preparing markets for its first rate hike in
nine years, and concerns abounded that
China’s growth was going to slow. With
oil prices also plummeting, the world
experienced tight US liquidity conditions
and the real rate on the 10-year US
Treasury surged to 80 basis points, both of
which contributed to a deflationary scare
and a minirecession. High yield spreads
widened, creating bankruptcy risk and
raising the cost of capital for those who
continued to operate.
SHOCK ABSORBER. This time, we
believe higher but range-bound oil prices
can serve as a shock absorber to the strong
dollar by anchoring the greenback’s
strength and providing offsetting
inflationary pressures, while at the same
time cushioning the blow for many
emerging market countries dependent on
US-dollar financing. Furthermore, stable
high yield spreads support credit growth,
partially countering the headwinds from
higher interest rates (see chart above).
Finally, and most important, we see the
OPEC deal as a validation of the durability
of the US shale-oil fracking industry, a
reality that we expect will become more
pronounced under a Trump administration.
US frackers demonstrated that they could
survive with $40-per-barrel oil when the
original estimate was that they would need
at least $60. In fact, production in the
Permian basin, spanning west Texas and
southeastern New Mexico, was up 23% in
2016.

OPEC Deal Could Extend the High Yield Cycle
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Source: Bloomberg, The Yield Book® Software and Services, © 2016 Citigroup Index LLC. All
rights reserved. Data as of Nov. 30, 2016
OPEC VULNERABLE. In agreeing to the
of the business cycle would have been a

OPEC deal, we believe the Saudis
recognized the failure of their low-price,
market-share ploy. Rather than destroy US
frackers, the Saudis were the losers; their
fiscal house is in shambles, their currency
peg versus the dollar is probably
unsustainable and their dreams of an initial
public offering for their Aramco assets
have been dashed. The final straw for the
Saudis may have been the surprise election
of Donald Trump. The combination of
deregulation and expected ultimate
approvals for the Keystone and Dakota
Access pipelines suggest even lower total
marginal costs for US oil producers,
leaving OPEC producers ever more
vulnerable in the long run.
All told, we believe the deal is a win for
investors and consumers. A collapse of
OPEC as a price stabilizer at this juncture

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.

huge negative for rallying capital markets,
which are trying to absorb the surging
dollar and rising interest rates that have
come as a result of Trump’s surprise win.
Looking forward, we will watch for oil
prices to remain in the range of $45 to $55
per barrel, which would validate the
Goldilocks scenario.
To optimize total returns from the oil
patch, the GIC prefers MLPs, especially
those midstream transporters that are
leveraged to stable volume. The Alerian
MLP Infrastructure Index, which tracks
the transporters, lost 53% of its value in 14
months, but is now up 60% from its early2016 low. In our view, MLPs do not yet
reflect the remarkably changed dynamics
in the energy sector that come from
OPEC’s Goldilocks deal. 
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Strategies for an Era
Of Rising Rates
SUZANNE LINDQUIST

of view. Instead, consider pivoting toward
shorter- and intermediate-maturity bonds,
preserving liquidity and otherwise preparing
for higher volatility.

Fixed Income Strategist
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management
LYNN BERNABEI
Fixed Income Strategist
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

T

he sharp rise in bond yields during the

past two months reflects a shift to
markets that are driven by economic
prospects rather than by central bank policy.
Improving growth and the prospect of
expansionary US fiscal policy is fueling
higher inflation expectations. President-elect
Donald Trump’s tax cut and infrastructure
plans, if enacted, could further bolster the
economy. However, interest rates are likely
to reflect this reflationary force, pushing
bond yields up and bond prices down.
PRESERVE LIQUIDITY. The yield on the
10-year US Treasury bond, now at 2.48%,
could decline again (see chart). Still, as the
chart shows, the 30-plus-year secular bull
market appears over and the bias for bonds
tilts toward higher rates. One might want to
exit bonds altogether, but that could be a
mistake from a portfolio diversification point

One way to do this is with a “bond
ladder”—a portfolio of bonds that mature
in successive years. As each is redeemed,
the proceeds can be reinvested at higher
interest rates. Another approach is a
“barbell strategy” in which the bonds are
short term and long term, with nothing in
the middle. This strategy generates higher
income from the long-term maturities
while the short maturities temper interest
rate risk and provide liquidity. In addition,
as the shorter-term bonds mature, investors
can reinvest the proceeds at the prevailing
interest rates.
SECURITY SELECTION. The bond
market is vast, diverse and, if properly
navigated, rife with opportunity. While
rising rates make it challenging to earn a
positive total return in Treasury bonds,
there are bonds that offer attractive income
and have less sensitivity to interest rates.

Long Secular Decline in Bond Yields Could Be Over
18 %
10-Year US Treasury Yield
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To that end, corporate bonds have higher
yields than government securities, which
can offset some of the price damage from
rising interest rates. In addition, with
stronger economic growth, corporate bond
spreads tend to compress—i.e., get closer
to Treasury yields—which can improve
the price of the bond. Among corporates
are convertible bonds, which tend to be
less tied to interest rate movements
because the bonds have an embedded
stock option that may pay off if the
issuer’s stock performs well.
Emerging market (EM) sovereign
bonds should also be on your radar screen.
Not only do they provide investors with
higher yields, but they also help diversify
risk away from developed market (DM)
currencies. From a fundamental
perspective, EM sovereigns have rarely
been more attractive. In recent years, EM
countries have built stronger financial
positions, larger foreign exchange reserves
and more flexible currencies than they
have historically. In addition, relative to
their DM counterparts, EM nations have
attractive demographics and the potential
for strong consumer growth as the middle
class expands and real wages increase.
ADJUSTABLE RATES. Another way to
mitigate interest rate risk is through
adjustable-rate securities. With US
Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities
(TIPS), for example, the principal resets
semiannually with the rate of inflation.
Particularly now, when we expect rising
inflation to lead Treasury rates higher,
TIPS are attractive. Another type of
adjustable-rate security is the bank loan,
also known as leveraged loans. The
payments for the securities are linked to
interest rates; so, if rates rise, so does the
interest income. As compared with
unsecured high yield bonds, leveraged
loans are more senior in the capital
structure and tend to be better
collateralized. They also have a history of
lower default rates, higher recovery rates
and better credit fundamentals. 

Source: Bloomberg as of Dec. 29, 2016

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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Are We
There Yet?
JOHN DILLON
Municipal Bond Strategist
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

W

ith the holidays fresh in mind,
anyone familiar with the “are we
there yet” refrain from the back seat
knows that the best answer to this question
is usually “soon”—even if you’ve just left
the driveway and have no idea about
traffic conditions. That said, we review the
current municipal bond market, while
fielding the similar “should we buy now”
posed by countless investors in the wake
of a postelection sell-off that erased the
year-to-date gains of the Bloomberg
Barclays Municipal Bond Index. Still the
index managed finish up on a positive, up
0.19% (as of Dec. 29).
DRIVING TOWARD RELATIVE VALUE.

Running the analogy a bit further (and
perhaps too far), we are indeed beyond the
driveway and have been making solid
progress toward our yet-to-be-determined
destination: the point at which a tax-free

municipal bond yield comfortably exceeds
that of a comparable maturity taxable US
Treasury bond. In other words, a relativevalue ratio well in excess of 100%. The
10-year relative-value ratio, as high as
107% just a month ago, is now 94%.
We have confidence that we’ll see a
triple-digit relative-value ratio before long.
In fact, they are not all that unusual. We
saw one in late-February 2008, just as the
financial crisis took hold, and we’ve had
one on a sustained basis every year since
with the exception of 2014 (see chart).
For instance, when President Obama in
2011 proposed capping the value of the
municipal bond investor’s tax exemption
at the 28% bracket, the 10-year relativevalue ratio quickly ascended above 110%
and remained there for more than two
months, peaking at 128%. Looking at
relative-value ratios since September
2011, the average for the 10-year relativevalue ratio is 97% versus an 84% average
for the past 35 years.

While Not Regular Events, Relative-Value Ratios
Above 100% Are Not Infrequent, Either
200%
10-Year Relative-Value Ratio
Historical Average
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SEASONAL FACTORS REVERSE. It is
quite possible that municipal bond
investors will see triple-digit relative-value
ratios again, perhaps when the current
positive seasonal factors such as scant
year-end/holiday supply and robust
reinvestment (demand from maturing
bonds and coupons) reverse in late
January. While the prospect of upending
the municipal bond tax exemption by
limiting its value or even removing it
(even less likely) could be a lowprobability event, it is not a no-probability
event. On the upside, should the full
exemption on muni bond interest continue
to defy tax reformers’ desires to change it,
the muni market may be well positioned
for outperformance in 2017.
Benchmark 10-year muni yields are
currently 2.33%, or more than 60 basis
points higher than the 1.71% on Election
Day and more than a full percentage point
higher than 2016’s low of 1.29% hit on
June 27. We remain neutral on duration
despite the higher yields, noting that 80%
and 90% of a 30-year yield can be
captured in the 12-to-17-year maturity
range. We also advocate select bonds of
high credit quality that are in the 12-to-16year maturity range with 5% coupons and
five-year call protection. It’s also
advisable to keep some dry powder given
our expectation for higher volatility—and
better relative value. 
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Source: Thomson Reuters Municipal Market Data (MMD) as of Dec. 29, 2016
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Global Investment Committee
Tactical Asset Allocation
The Global Investment Committee provides guidance on asset allocation decisions through its various
models. The five models below are recommended for investors with up to $25 million in investable assets.
They are based on an increasing scale of risk (expected volatility) and expected return.
Capital Preservation

Income

Balanced Growth

Market Growth

Opportunistic Growth

Key

Ultrashort Fixed Income
Fixed Income & Preferreds
Equities
Alternatives

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC as of Dec. 30, 2016

Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material.
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The Global Investment Committee provides guidance on asset allocation decisions through its various
models. The five models below are recommended for investors with over $25 million in investable assets.
They are based on an increasing scale of risk (expected volatility) and expected return.
Capital Preservation

Income

Balanced Growth

Market Growth

Opportunistic Growth

Key

Ultrashort Fixed Income
Fixed Income & Preferreds
Equities
Alternatives

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC as of Dec. 30, 2016
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Tactical Asset Allocation Reasoning
Global Equities

Relative Weight
Within Equities

Overweight

While US equities have done exceptionally well since the global financial crisis, they are now in the latter stages of a
cyclical bull market. This bull market was challenged during the past year by fears of recession and political events.
With the recent Trump/Republican win, it appears that investors are getting more excited about potential growth and
animal spirits are on the rise. This is likely to lead to the final euphoric stage of this cyclical bull market which could be
quite powerful in the 2017’s first half.

Equal Weight

We maintain a positive bias for Japanese and European equity markets despite the political challenges that both
markets faced in the past year. Ironically, the populist movement around the world is likely to drive more fiscal policy
action in both regions, which is desperately needed to make the extraordinary monetary policy offered in both regions
more effective. Both are still at record levels of cheapness. We continue to recommend hedging currency risk for 50%
of European and Japanese positions.

Emerging Markets

Overweight

Emerging market (EM) equities have been much better performers during 2016 than in the prior three years. However,
new concerns have arisen with the recent strength in the US dollar and the rise in interest rates. With global growth
and earnings accelerating and financial conditions remaining loose, we think EM equities will perform well again in
2017.

Global Fixed
Income

Relative Weight
Within Fixed
Income

US

International Equities
(Developed Markets)

US Investment Grade

Underweight

We have recommended shorter-duration* (maturities) since March 2013 given the extremely low yields and potential
capital losses associated with rising interest rates from such low levels. The Trump election win has inspired markets
to think about inflation again. This has caused a meaningful rise in longer-term interest rates, a move that is likely 75%
of the way done and should abate as the Fed raises rates this year. Within investment grade, we prefer BBB-rated
corporates and A-rated municipals to US Treasuries.

International
Investment Grade

Underweight

Yields are even lower outside the US, leaving very little value in international fixed income, particularly as the global
economy begins to recover more broadly. While interest rates are likely to stay low, the offsetting diversification
benefits do not warrant much, if any, position, in our view.

Inflation-Protected
Securities

Overweight

With deflationary fears having become extreme in 2015 and early 2016, these securities still offer relative value in the
context of our forecasted acceleration in global growth, and expectations for oil prices and the US dollar’s year-overyear rate of change to revert back toward 0%. That view played out in 2016 but has not yet run its course.

High Yield

Overweight

The sharp decline in oil prices created significant dislocations in the US high yield market in 2015. Broadly speaking,
we believe default rates are likely to remain contained as the economy avoids recession, while corporate and
consumer behavior continues to be conservative. This has led to better performance in 2016, along with lower volatility
than equities. We think this can continue but we are getting closer to fully valued.

Alternative
Investments

Relative Weight
Within Alternative
Investments

REITs

Underweight

Real estate investment trusts (REITs) underperformed in 2016, but it is still too early to reconsider our underweight
zero allocation given the further rise in rates we expect and deteriorating fundamentals for the industry. Non-US REITs
should be favored relative to domestic REITs.

Master Limited
Partnerships/Energy
Infrastructure*

Overweight

Master limited partnerships (MLPs) were devastated during oil-price collapse and have rebounded sharply. As long as
oil remains above $40 per barrel, they should provide a reliable and attractive yield. A Trump presidency should also
be supportive for fracking activity and pipeline construction, both of which should lead to an acceleration in dividend
growth. MLPs should be one of the strongest asset categories in the first half of 2017.

Hedged Strategies
(Hedge Funds and
Managed Futures)

Equal Weight

This asset category can provide uncorrelated exposure to traditional risk-asset markets. It tends to outperform when
traditional asset categories are challenged by growth scares and/or interest rate volatility spikes. As volatility becomes
more persistent in 2017, these strategies should do better than in recent years.

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management GIC as of Dec. 30, 2016
*For more about the risks to Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) and Duration, please see the Risk Considerations section beginning on
page 18 of this report.
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Glossary
A measure of the volatility, or systematic
risk, of a security or a portfolio in comparison
to the market as a whole.

BETA

For index, indicator and survey definitions referenced in this report please visit the following:
http://www.morganstanleyfa.com/public/projectfiles/id.pdf

Hedged Strategy Definitions
EQUITY LONG/SHORT This strategy consists of a core holding of long equities hedged at all times with varying degrees of short sales of stock
and/or index options. Some managers maintain a substantial portion of assets within a hedge structure and commonly employ leverage.
EVENT DRIVEN Investment managers in this strategy maintain positions in companies currently or prospectively involved in corporate transactions
of a wide variety including but not limited to mergers, restructurings, financial distress, tender offers, shareholder buybacks, debt exchanges, security
issuance or other capital structure adjustments. Security types can range from most senior in the capital structure to most junior or subordinated, and
frequently involve additional derivative securities. Event driven exposure includes a combination of sensitivities to equity markets, credit markets and
idiosyncratic, company-specific developments. Investment theses are typically predicated on fundamental characteristics (as opposed to
quantitative), with the realization of the thesis predicated on a specific development exogenous to the existing capital structure.
RELATIVE VALUE Investment managers in this strategy maintain positions in which the investment thesis is predicated on realization of a valuation
discrepancy in the relationship between multiple securities. They employ a variety of fundamental and quantitative techniques to establish investment
theses, and security types range broadly across equity, fixed income, derivatives or other security types.

Risk Considerations
Alternative Investments
The sole purpose of this material is to inform, and it in no way is intended to be an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any security, other
investment or service, or to attract any funds or deposits. Investments mentioned may not be suitable for all clients. Any product discussed herein
may be purchased only after a client has carefully reviewed the offering memorandum and executed the subscription documents. Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management has not considered the actual or desired investment objectives, goals, strategies, guidelines, or factual circumstances of any
investor in any fund(s). Before making any investment, each investor should carefully consider the risks associated with the investment, as discussed
in the applicable offering memorandum, and make a determination based upon their own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent
with their investment objectives and risk tolerance.
Alternative investments often are speculative and include a high degree of risk. Investors could lose all or a substantial amount of their investment.
Alternative investments are suitable only for eligible, long-term investors who are willing to forgo liquidity and put capital at risk for an indefinite period
of time. They may be highly illiquid and can engage in leverage and other speculative practices that may increase the volatility and risk of loss.
Alternative Investments typically have higher fees than traditional investments. Investors should carefully review and consider potential risks before
investing.
Certain information contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events, results or the
performance of a fund may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Clients should carefully
consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund before investing.
Alternative investments involve complex tax structures, tax inefficient investing, and delays in distributing important tax information. Individual funds
have specific risks related to their investment programs that will vary from fund to fund. Clients should consult their own tax and legal advisors as
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management does not provide tax or legal advice.
Interests in alternative investment products are offered pursuant to the terms of the applicable offering memorandum, are distributed by Morgan
Stanley Smith Barney LLC and certain of its affiliates, and (1) are not FDIC-insured, (2) are not deposits or other obligations of Morgan Stanley or any
of its affiliates, (3) are not guaranteed by Morgan Stanley and its affiliates, and (4) involve investment risks, including possible loss of principal.
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC is a registered broker-dealer, not a bank.

MLPs
Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) are limited partnerships or limited liability companies that are taxed as partnerships and whose interests (limited
partnership units or limited liability company units) are traded on securities exchanges like shares of common stock. Currently, most MLPs operate in
the energy, natural resources or real estate sectors. Investments in MLP interests are subject to the risks generally applicable to companies in the
energy and natural resources sectors, including commodity pricing risk, supply and demand risk, depletion risk and exploration risk.
Individual MLPs are publicly traded partnerships that have unique risks related to their structure. These include, but are not limited to, their reliance
on the capital markets to fund growth, adverse ruling on the current tax treatment of distributions (typically mostly tax deferred), and commodity
volume risk.
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The potential tax benefits from investing in MLPs depend on their being treated as partnerships for federal income tax purposes and, if the MLP is
deemed to be a corporation, then its income would be subject to federal taxation at the entity level, reducing the amount of cash available for
distribution to the fund which could result in a reduction of the fund’s value.
MLPs carry interest rate risk and may underperform in a rising interest rate environment. MLP funds accrue deferred income taxes for future tax
liabilities associated with the portion of MLP distributions considered to be a tax-deferred return of capital and for any net operating gains as well as
capital appreciation of its investments; this deferred tax liability is reflected in the daily NAV; and, as a result, the MLP fund’s after-tax performance
could differ significantly from the underlying assets even if the pre-tax performance is closely tracked.

Duration
Duration, the most commonly used measure of bond risk, quantifies the effect of changes in interest rates on the price of a bond or bond portfolio.
The longer the duration, the more sensitive the bond or portfolio would be to changes in interest rates. Generally, if interest rates rise, bond prices fall
and vice versa. Longer-term bonds carry a longer or higher duration than shorter-term bonds; as such, they would be affected by changing interest
rates for a greater period of time if interest rates were to increase. Consequently, the price of a long-term bond would drop significantly as compared
to the price of a short-term bond.
International investing entails greater risk, as well as greater potential rewards compared to U.S. investing. These risks include political and
economic uncertainties of foreign countries as well as the risk of currency fluctuations. These risks are magnified in countries with emerging markets,
since these countries may have relatively unstable governments and less established markets and economies.
Managed futures investments are speculative, involve a high degree of risk, use significant leverage, have limited liquidity and/or may be generally
illiquid, may incur substantial charges, may subject investors to conflicts of interest, and are usually suitable only for the risk capital portion of an
investor’s portfolio. Before investing in any partnership and in order to make an informed decision, investors should read the applicable prospectus
and/or offering documents carefully for additional information, including charges, expenses, and risks. Managed futures investments are not intended
to replace equities or fixed income securities but rather may act as a complement to these asset categories in a diversified portfolio.
Investing in commodities entails significant risks. Commodity prices may be affected by a variety of factors at any time, including but not limited to,
(i) changes in supply and demand relationships, (ii) governmental programs and policies, (iii) national and international political and economic events,
war and terrorist events, (iv) changes in interest and exchange rates, (v) trading activities in commodities and related contracts, (vi) pestilence,
technological change and weather, and (vii) the price volatility of a commodity. In addition, the commodities markets are subject to temporary
distortions or other disruptions due to various factors, including lack of liquidity, participation of speculators and government intervention.
Bonds are subject to interest rate risk. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally the longer a bond's maturity, the more sensitive it is to this risk.
Bonds may also be subject to call risk, which is the risk that the issuer will redeem the debt at its option, fully or partially, before the scheduled maturity date.
The market value of debt instruments may fluctuate, and proceeds from sales prior to maturity may be more or less than the amount originally invested or the
maturity value due to changes in market conditions or changes in the credit quality of the issuer. Bonds are subject to the credit risk of the issuer. This is the
risk that the issuer might be unable to make interest and/or principal payments on a timely basis. Bonds are also subject to reinvestment risk, which is the risk
that principal and/or interest payments from a given investment may be reinvested at a lower interest rate.
Bonds rated below investment grade may have speculative characteristics and present significant risks beyond those of other securities, including greater
credit risk and price volatility in the secondary market. Investors should be careful to consider these risks alongside their individual circumstances, objectives
and risk tolerance before investing in high-yield bonds. High yield bonds should comprise only a limited portion of a balanced portfolio.
Interest on municipal bonds is generally exempt from federal income tax; however, some bonds may be subject to the alternative minimum tax
(AMT). Typically, state tax-exemption applies if securities are issued within one's state of residence and, if applicable, local tax-exemption applies if
securities are issued within one's city of residence.
Treasury Inflation Protection Securities’ (TIPS) coupon payments and underlying principal are automatically increased to compensate for inflation
by tracking the consumer price index (CPI). While the real rate of return is guaranteed, TIPS tend to offer a low return. Because the return of TIPS is
linked to inflation, TIPS may significantly underperform versus conventional U.S. Treasuries in times of low inflation.
Ultrashort-term fixed income asset class is comprised of fixed income securities with high quality, very short maturities. They are therefore subject
to the risks associated with debt securities such as credit and interest rate risk.
Investing in foreign markets entails greater risks than those normally associated with domestic markets, such as political, currency, economic and
market risks. Investing in currency involves additional special risks such as credit, interest rate fluctuations, derivative investment risk, and
domestic and foreign inflation rates, which can be volatile and may be less liquid than other securities and more sensitive to the effect of varied
economic conditions. In addition, international investing entails greater risk, as well as greater potential rewards compared to U.S. investing. These
risks include political and economic uncertainties of foreign countries as well as the risk of currency fluctuations. These risks are magnified in
countries with emerging markets, since these countries may have relatively unstable governments and less established markets and economies.
Investing in foreign and emerging markets entails greater risks than those normally associated with domestic markets, such as political, currency,
economic and market risks. These risks are magnified in frontier markets.
Rebalancing does not protect against a loss in declining financial markets. There may be a potential tax implication with a rebalancing strategy.
Investors should consult with their tax advisor before implementing such a strategy.
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Equity securities may fluctuate in response to news on companies, industries, market conditions and general economic environment.
An investment in an exchange-traded fund involves risks similar to those of investing in a broadly based portfolio of equity securities traded on an
exchange in the relevant securities market, such as market fluctuations caused by such factors as economic and political developments, changes in
interest rates and perceived trends in stock and bond prices. Investing in an international ETF also involves certain risks and considerations not
typically associated with investing in an ETF that invests in the securities of U.S. issues, such as political, currency, economic and market risks.
These risks are magnified in countries with emerging markets, since these countries may have relatively unstable governments and less established
markets and economics. ETFs investing in physical commodities and commodity or currency futures have special tax considerations. Physical
commodities may be treated as collectibles subject to a maximum 28% long-term capital gains rates, while futures are marked-to-market and may be
subject to a blended 60% long- and 40% short-term capital gains tax rate. Rolling futures positions may create taxable events. For specifics and a
greater explanation of possible risks with ETFs¸ along with the ETF’s investment objectives, charges and expenses, please consult a copy of the
ETF’s prospectus. Investing in sectors may be more volatile than diversifying across many industries. The investment return and principal value of
ETF investments will fluctuate, so an investor’s ETF shares (Creation Units), if or when sold, may be worth more or less than the original cost. ETFs
are redeemable only in Creation Unit size through an Authorized Participant and are not individually redeemable from an ETF.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the fund(s) carefully before investing. The prospectus contains
this and other information about the fund(s). To obtain a prospectus, contact your financial advisor. Please read the prospectus carefully
before investing.
Companies paying dividends can reduce or cut payouts at any time.
Value investing does not guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. Not all companies whose stocks are considered to be value stocks are able to turn their
business around or successfully employ corrective strategies which would result in stock prices that do not rise as initially expected.
Growth investing does not guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. The stocks of these companies can have relatively high valuations. Because of these
high valuations, an investment in a growth stock can be more risky than an investment in a company with more modest growth expectations.
Investing in smaller companies involves greater risks not associated with investing in more established companies, such as business risk,
significant stock price fluctuations and illiquidity.
Stocks of medium-sized companies entail special risks, such as limited product lines, markets, and financial resources, and greater market
volatility than securities of larger, more-established companies.
Asset allocation and diversification do not assure a profit or protect against loss in declining financial markets.
The indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the
performance of any specific investment.
The indices selected by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management to measure performance are representative of broad asset classes. Morgan
Stanley Smith Barney LLC retains the right to change representative indices at any time.
REITs investing risks are similar to those associated with direct investments in real estate: property value fluctuations, lack of liquidity, limited
diversification and sensitivity to economic factors such as interest rate changes and market recessions.
Because of their narrow focus, sector investments tend to be more volatile than investments that diversify across many sectors and companies.
Yields are subject to change with economic conditions. Yield is only one factor that should be considered when making an investment decision.
Credit ratings are subject to change.
Certain securities referred to in this material may not have been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and, if not, may not
be offered or sold absent an exemption therefrom. Recipients are required to comply with any legal or contractual restrictions on their purchase,
holding, sale, exercise of rights or performance of obligations under any securities/instruments transaction.

Disclosures
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is the trade name of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC, a registered broker-dealer in the United States. This
material has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or
other financial instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.
The author(s) (if any authors are noted) principally responsible for the preparation of this material receive compensation based upon various factors,
including quality and accuracy of their work, firm revenues (including trading and capital markets revenues), client feedback and competitive factors.
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is involved in many businesses that may relate to companies, securities or instruments mentioned in this
material.
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This material has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any
security/instrument, or to participate in any trading strategy. Any such offer would be made only after a prospective investor had completed its own
independent investigation of the securities, instruments or transactions, and received all information it required to make its own investment decision,
including, where applicable, a review of any offering circular or memorandum describing such security or instrument. That information would contain
material information not contained herein and to which prospective participants are referred. This material is based on public information as of the
specified date, and may be stale thereafter. We have no obligation to tell you when information herein may change. We make no representation or
warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness of this material. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management has no obligation to provide updated
information on the securities/instruments mentioned herein.
The securities/instruments discussed in this material may not be suitable for all investors. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy
will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management recommends that investors
independently evaluate specific investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. The value of and
income from investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates,
securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies and other issuers or other factors. Estimates of future
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Actual events may differ from those assumed and changes to any assumptions
may have a material impact on any projections or estimates. Other events not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the
projections or estimates. Certain assumptions may have been made for modeling purposes only to simplify the presentation and/or calculation of any
projections or estimates, and Morgan Stanley Wealth Management does not represent that any such assumptions will reflect actual future events.
Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections will be realized or that actual returns or performance results will not
materially differ from those estimated herein.
This material should not be viewed as advice or recommendations with respect to asset allocation or any particular investment. This information is
not intended to, and should not, form a primary basis for any investment decisions that you may make. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not
acting as a fiduciary under either the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended or under section 4975 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 as amended in providing this material.
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC, its affiliates and Morgan Stanley Financial Advisors do not provide legal or tax advice. Each client
should always consult his/her personal tax and/or legal advisor for information concerning his/her individual situation and to learn about
any potential tax or other implications that may result from acting on a particular recommendation.
This material is primarily authored by, and reflects the opinions of, Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC (Member SIPC), as well as identified guest
authors. Articles contributed by employees of Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC (Member SIPC) or one of its affiliates are used under license from Morgan
Stanley.
This material is disseminated in Australia to “retail clients” within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No. 240813).
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not incorporated under the People's Republic of China ("PRC") law and the material in relation to this report
is conducted outside the PRC. This report will be distributed only upon request of a specific recipient. This report does not constitute an offer to sell or
the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC investors must have the relevant qualifications to invest in such securities and must
be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and or registrations from PRC's relevant governmental authorities.
If your financial adviser is based in Australia, Switzerland or the United Kingdom, then please be aware that this report is being distributed by the
Morgan Stanley entity where your financial adviser is located, as follows: Australia: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 19
009 145 555, AFSL No. 240813); Switzerland: Morgan Stanley (Switzerland) AG regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority; or
United Kingdom: Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management Ltd, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, approves for the
purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 this material for distribution in the United Kingdom.
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section
15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the “Municipal Advisor Rule”) and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not
constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal Advisor Rule.
This material is disseminated in the United States of America by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management.
Third-party data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they
provide and shall not have liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
This material, or any portion thereof, may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC.
© 2017 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC.
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